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A Special to The Bandwidth Desk, By Sushil Nelson, Ph.D., Aquila
Broadband Services
The Year 2000 has Seen Several Energy Merchant
Players Getting into the Business of Trading fiber optic
capacity in long-haul networks.  Enron has been the leader in this
movement and has been closely followed by other majors
including Aquila, Dynegy, El Paso, and Reliant.

There are several other energy players who will be
involved in this market in 2001.  This rush is primarily due to the
size of the market, which could dwarf the electricity and natural
gas markets.  Most players see the bandwidth market as a
extension of the risk-management infrastructure that has been
established for the energy commodities.

 We have also seen the existing energy merchants enter
markets as diverse as metals, pulp and paper, chemicals,

�Competition is the Greatest Form of Flattery,� quips
Chapel Hill Broadband President Brent Wilkins on news that his
colleague and co-founder Henry Kaestner is the new head of
Web-based capacity marketplace Bandwidth.com.

Under the terms of the deal announced this week,
Kaestner and his team at Bandwidth International LLC have
been acquired lock, stock and barrel by Bandwidth.com �
including Kaestner�s staff and offices in North Carolina and
London. The Bandwidth International name will die an early
death a mere two months after the firm was split off from Chapel
Hill Broadband.

Kaestner�s new title is CEO of Bandwidth.com. Andrew
Smith, Bandwidth International�s managing director of
European operations, and Chandler Huselton, director of U.S.
lit fiber capacity, will hold the same positions at Bandwidth.com.
Bandwidth.com founder David Morken will remain chairman
and president.

It�s a somewhat circular tale that may speak most to the
youth of the competitive bandwidth market.

Last year, Chapel Hill Broadband signed an exclusive
broker agreement with Bandwidth.com, covering everything
from lit fiber to infrastructure deals. In November, we reported
the creation of Bandwidth International, split from Chapel Hill
to eliminate what Kaestner terms �market confusion.� Chapel
Hill lit fiber deals were routinely passed on Kaestner in the

A Month After the BTO Standardized Contract
Meeting in Austin, TX, which ended badly by all reports,
visitors to the bandwidth page of CompTel�s Web site will find
a new master agreement and explanatory materials posted there.

They will also find language the verbal equivalent of a
10-foot pole distancing the trade group from that contract.

Talk to CompTel President Russell Frisby and you�ll get
an idea why. Talk to carriers and traders involved in the BTO and
you�ll get some veiled and not so veiled language that makes plain
what went down in Austin. The result: The question of whether
a BTO contract or organization will ever materialize is wide
open.

�There have been ongoing discussions among a number
of companies and we reached the point that one group of
companies was sufficiently comfortable with a contract to ask us
to put it up on our Web site,� says CompTel�s Frisby. �It is �a�
master agreement, but it is not �the� BTO agreement.�

That at least is something all sides can agree on, in what
seems to have become a contentious stalemate over the future of
the standardized master agreement effort. Even Frisby says the
group is taking a �wait and see� approach on the possibility of
ongoing discussions about an official BTO agreement.

But what CompTel is waiting to see is open to question.
The organization firmly asks in bold type that suggestions and
comments on changes to the posted document are not sent to
CompTel.

�We are serving as a facilitator, so we don�t know what
kind of reaction it is getting,� says Frisby. He�s concerned with
the interests of his group�s members, he says, none of whom are
aggressively pushing for the formation of an official Bandwidth
Trading Organization at the moment.

�If the various groups are able to come together to
coalesce around one agreement, that�s all well and good. And if
they�re not, they�re not,� says Frisby. �I think we let the
marketplace work its magic and see what happens.� Meanwhile,

Well, the Market Won�t Have El Paso�s Sean Cooper
to Kick Around Anymore...or is that Sean Cooper won�t be
kicking around the market anymore? Whatever the case, �ol Coop
is back on the power desk at El Paso Energy, essentially slipping
back into his previous directorial seat. Thus proving the point
that one can actually make the segue rather easily. Dennis Price,
a long-time power origination staffer, joins Chris Noon on the
El Paso bandwidth desk. Wondering whether or not the
bandwidth market will be graced by Cooper�s presence in the
future, he replied, �does anything surprise you?� Nope. Cooper
suggested that the market should make some respectable
headway this year. He will be missed...In our Market Alert this
week we noted that LighTrade hosted a meeting for brokers
and other interested parties for the purpose of explaining its
general raison d�etre, its new broker incentive plan and the
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a group of technical experts from member companies continue
to work out quality of service issues raised by bandwidth trading,
he says.

Enron spokesperson Shelly Mansfield told us the posted
contract is in line with her company�s position and hopes for the
market.

�We feel the contract provides all of the critical and
relevant elements needed for buyers and sellers of bandwidth,�
she says. �It addresses firmness of delivery and quality of service.
There�s some flexible options in designating the firmness levels,
and we think that�s appropriate.�

The contract is currently used by Enron and others - in
fact several brokers tell us that the majority of bandwidth trades
thus far have been based on this or a strikingly similar contract.
Mansfield says Enron expects the contract to be �fairly
permanent,� but adds this is still a new market. The agreement
is likely to evolve as the market evolves.

As to the future of �the� BTO agreement and the
potential for an official organization, Mansfield says only that it�s
important for a variety of entities � traditional telcos, new
telecoms and trading companies � to be involved in creating a
common agreement.

After going through similar machinations during
electricity deregulation, Reliant Energy trading director James
Blalack has a less dire view of the current state of affairs. He sees
the posted contract as a standardized commodity agreement �no
different from soy beans or natural gas.� And his take on the
dissent in the industry is that it�s a predictable part of the process.

�The contract we�ve put forward is a firm set of
specifications and expectations,� says Blalack.

�When I look at the process we went through with
electricity, we�re really doing much better than we did with
electricity.  While there is still some resistance to this concept, we
have a lot of people that are digging in, trying to understand and
bringing the organizations up to speed,� he says. �So while
collectively they are saying this is not something they necessarily
want to buy into, I think individually we are seeing a lot of these
guys recognize that they are going to have to participate in this
type of a marketplace.�

Blalack acknowledges that the telecoms are under
�intense pressure� in coping with an instrument � the price of
which is declining 30 to 75 percent a year. They need the risk
management and asset optimization skills available only through
a uniform contract, he says.

The trader thinks that the BTO agreement has fallen
prey to control issues after six months of combined effort by
telecoms and trading firms.

�There had been good consensus on a lot of the issues
on the contract, so I think if you took people aside, they�d say 70
to 90 percent of the stuff there they could work with,� he says.

But Blalack also sees a few entities with both telecom
and trading skills stalling for time.

�Those guys have risk-management and asset
optimization skills that the traditional carriers desperately need,
and they are being shielded from the people that want to bring
those skills to bear,� he says. �The traditional carriers have to ask
themselves why these guys are trying to shield us from the pure
trading firms.�

Even evidencing such supposed skullduggery, Blalack
says it�s all part of the growing process that will get a standardized
bandwidth contract into use. Expecting consensus from day one
isn�t realistic, he says, adding: �I think over the next year we are
going to see a lot of success in being able to do risk-management
activities in the telecom space.�

The change will come, Blalack predicts, when traders
and other firms want to buy substantial amounts of bandwidth
from traditional carriers, but only using a firm contract. �That�s
when the traditional carriers are going to have to ultimately say,
�This is a real live customer with real live large dollars associated
with it, so we are going to have to pony up and do business.�

Blalack says the future of the BTO contract and the
possibility of future meetings is under discussion. At the
moment, he says, it could swing either way, an attempt for
conciliation on some issues or a split by some players to bring
business to the market through their preferred contract.

Carriers on the whole are struggling with liquidated
damages, since their current contract does not include penalties
when service or quality levels aren�t met, he says. �Several of the
more progressive carriers recognize that�s going to be a
competitive advantage for them if they embrace it,� he says. �And
while they are not saying that in public with their brethren, they
are in the process of signing those contracts as we speak.�

But attempts to organize the BTO as an official entity
are on hold, he says, intimating that the group had fallen out over
whether members of a formal organization who hold assets
should have more votes.

�If you are going to participate in trading � not just the
one off selling of your assets - you should be involved in defining
a trading organization,� he says. �That shouldn�t have anything
to do with whether you�ve wasted $2 billion on an asset that you
aren�t getting a good rate of return on.�

Blalack says his energy trading peers are �very happy�
they took the time to draft a contract that makes sense. �They also
sense they are getting some acceptance from selected people on
the carrier side,� he says.

But don�t count Chris Lemmer, director of bandwidth
risk management and optimization at Williams Communica-
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Head East Young Man

tions, among them. �I think there was general surprise that the
contract ended up on the CompTel Web site,� says Lemmer. An
�extremely similar� document was handed out during a break at
the Austin meeting by Enron representatives, he says. �Everyone
said we�d look at it, but that was not the BTO agreement from
which we were working.�

In fact, Lemmer says the scope of the posted contract is
a far cry from the BTO work-in-progress. Where the BTO
contract was centered around point-to-point, Sonet-based
bandwidth trading, the posted contract included IP access,
storage, and �numerous types of transport methods that we didn�t
discuss at all,� he says. �Where that came from I can only
speculate.�

One area of the posted contract that came as a surprise
was its approach to quality of service. The BTO drafters found
that a certain percent of availability was the necessary QoS for a
Sonet-based circuit. �The document on the CompTel Web site
doesn�t take into consideration the fact that pre-planned
maintenance has to happen. In fact when it happens now under
that document, the QoS is defined by unavailable seconds, you
begin eating into that,� he says. �That�s just not the way the
telecom industry works today, and it�s difficult to see it doing that
in the immediate future.�

Despite an apparent collective agreement based on
those facts that error seconds didn�t make sense in a Sonet-based
network, the language is reintroduced into the posted contract,
says Lemmer. �It really has no business being back in there,� he
says.

One issue discussed at the BTO meetings was how to
establish market price in an illiquid market, he says: �That�s a fair
discussion. It�s not as though any one entity was being
unreasonable, it�s just not an easy answer.�

But the posted agreement on CompTel, he adds, has
much less rigid force majeure language than the BTO contract.
�I think what�s out there right now is very loosely defined and can
be interpreted almost any way you want.�

Williams is in an interesting, perhaps awkward,
position in the development of a standardized contract because

it plays both sides of the field, says Lemmer. The carrier�s
experience in trading and risk management and its 15 years of
actually operating a nationwide network enable Williams to point
out problems on the trading and telecom side. As a result,
Lemmer says, the company is something of a walking target.

When carriers explain their requirements, Williams can
tell them from a trading perspective that they are going to need
a firm contract with explicit force majeur language and penalties
for non-delivery, he says. On the flip side, the company can
counter trader requirements by pointing out that windows for
pre-planned maintenance are a reality of network operation.

�But then as we simply express those opinions, we seem
to be an easy target for why the process was slower than some had
hoped,� says Lemmer. �It�s a complex issue. Sorry it wasn�t done
in a month, but that�s not our fault.�

Lemmer wants to see the industry create a document
that facilitates trading but includes operational necessities that
would allow a network provider to buy and sell under the
contract. But a group effort to work toward a common goal,
while in all parties� best interests, �wasn�t necessarily what came
from the last meeting.� It would take sponsor CompTel�s
initiative to bring the BTO group back together, he says.

In the meantime, Williams has documentation it can
trade under, but doesn�t see the point of publicizing it, he says.
�Having 30 different trading documents doesn�t really help the
industry evolve in any one direction,� he says. �We are still
evolving. The question is do we all evolve as one unit under the
BTO?�

Among other carriers, a Touch America spokesman
says the company�s position has not changed: It is reviewing
various bandwidth trading contracts, but the CompTel
agreement isn�t one of them.  Officials at WorldCom declined to
be interviewed about bandwidth trading.

Copies of the master agreement, summary information
and answers to frequently asked questions about the contract can
be downloaded at www.comptel.org/btofr.html

More from both the trader and carrier sectors in the next issue.

Bandwidth Trading is Turning Japanese. We really think so.
RateXchange and Amerex are pushing their bandwidth

trading system into the Asia-Pacific region and talking about a
market with potential annual gross merchandising value of $300
million. The companies, whose alliance birthed the RateXmatch
electronic trading system last September, this month launched a
similar trading system in Japan, South Korea, Singapore and
Australia.

The cry has gone up from Asia�s carriers and ISPs for
more bandwidth, so RateXchange and Amerex have moved their
operations into Amerex�s existing offices in the region. The
companies plan to offer their services buyers and sellers on the
fast-growing trans-Pacific and inter-Asian city-pairs, promoting
the development of bandwidth trading in the region at the same
time, according to Amerex President Mike Moore.

Moore says competitive market pressures in the region
have forced buyers and sellers to look at risk management, so
bandwidth trading becomes an attractive prospect. The

companies will be using the RateXchange Trading System and
other tools familiar to the American bandwidth market.

But some Asians have their own ideas about the
bandwidth market. Korea�s major broadband provider, Korea
Thrunet, last week acquired the government license for
international private leased circuits.

This gives the company a cost-effective way to secure
international bandwidth to satisfy the country�s steadily rising
demand. Global bandwidth usage in Korea jumped nearly 350
percent in the last five years, and the number of Internet users in
the country has risen 500-fold over the last year.

Korea Thrunet plans to begin delivering international
bandwidth products to its subscribers next year. It also gives the
company new sources of revenue, as investments in international
bandwidth are considered assets. Company officials say the deal
will strengthen its competitive position against major domestic
movers and shakers such as Korea Telecom and Dacom. Korea
Thrunet plans to start leasing idle bandwidth to telecoms and
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fertilizers, and agricultural commodities. What makes these
companies see profit potential in these new markets? There are
three critical elements that make for a successful merchant
business:  (1) periods of significant volatility, (2) leading market-
making ability, and (3) good customer deal flow.

A trading firm cannot bank on volatility nor is there
room in market-making for more than one or two players. This
implies that a good customer deal flow is necessary for a trading
firm to be successful in the long term. Energy firms primarily
operate in the wholesale arena offering customer solutions to
utilities/LDCs on the demand side and E&P/generators on the
supply side. These solutions are overwhelmingly a mixture of
risk-management products for pricing risk, delivery risk, and
adverse event risk. Each of these risk categories depends on price
volatilities that have been significant in energy commodities
obviating the need for more sophisticated customer service.  The
flip side of this equation is that if there is no volatility, customer
deal flow suffers. Ownership of physical assets can mute the
volatility of cash flow and provides more leverage for volatility

(THE BANDWIDTH.COM ACQUISITION from page 5)
European unit, which led to confusion among investors.
Kaestner adds that the creation of the second company also
helped differentiate it in the European market.

The new company, staffed with former Chapel Hill
brokers and employees, covered Kaestner�s area of expertise �
colo, lit and dark fiber in the European market, and
infrastructure deals in Asia. Wilkins stuck with dark fiber and
infrastructure deals in the U.S.

At the time, Kaestner told us that the exclusive deal
between Chapel Hill and Bandwidth.com still held, but any
international or lit fiber leads that came in through the site,
Chapel Hill would pass on to Bandwidth International.

Two months later, Kaestner�s new company has been
wholly absorbed into Bandwidth.com. Kaestner says this new
deal was not premediated when he spun off from Chapel Hill. All
players � Kaestner, Wilkins, and Morken � are sunny on the
acquisition and report that the partnership between the online
marketplace and Chapel Hill will not be altered.

�Our relationship with Chapel Hill is going to continue,
because of the demonstrated capability they�ve had for wholesale
telecom and the traction they�ve gained in tandem with us in that
relationship. There�s no reason in the immediate or medium
term to change anything,� Morken told The Bandwidth Desk.

The online firm�s focus is the enterprise-class
connectivity, so �there�s still a very significant distinction or
niche within which our agreement with Chapel Hill can coexist
with no problem,� he says. �And it�s a big enough market that
obviously we can all work together.�

Kaestner noted that his team was the first American
brokerage to establish a base in Europe, where it�s seen success
fulfilling carrier-to-carrier requests for wholesale lit fiber.
�We want to be able to supplement what we are able to do with
the enterprise accounts by our wholesale relationships �
something that we should continue,� he says.

Beyond that, the new acquisition brings Morken the
skills and resources to build a �single source� bandwidth supply
shop online. More than 30 carriers currently participate in

Bandwidth.com, and Morken says enterprise buyers will now
have access to one source to find an increased number of
bandwidth options across the board. In the midst of closing his
fifth enterprise deal of the day, Kaestner says he�s working to
make the ordering and provisioning process �almost
instantaneous� on common routes.

�There�s no doubt we are going to be much better suited
to serve those folks who desperately need enterprise capacity and
need it yesterday,� Morken says.

Meanwhile, Brent Wilkins sings the praises of Morken
� �he�s worked hard to get this market going� � and says
Bandwidth.com has been �one of the higher-profile portals and
sources of leads in the last 10 months.� The agreement is intact,
he says.

But does the inevitable competition lie ahead? Wilkin�s
business model is to work on the profitable physical side of the
market as bandwidth develops into a commodity.

�Down the line, we are positioning ourselves for
bandwidth to be traded as a commodity,� he says. �We�re the
leaders in that space. Our expertise is on the telecom side and the
other [brokers] just don�t have it.�

At Bandwidth.com, his long-time colleague says the
company will put on its blinders and serve the enterprise market
for the next six to 12 months. But, says Kaestner: �Bandwidth
trading is something we are always going to be open to. We are
going to take a look at the market. We may very well make a push
into the financial market.�

Contact Wilkins at 919/654-6800 or
bwilkins@chbroadband.com; Kaestner is in Chapel Hill, NC at
919/945-1233 or in London at +44 207 629 1112.

ISPs in 2002 and has secured international cable landing rights.
In other words, watch this one.

Rapid growth in Asia�s bandwidth usage was also aided
by two recent deals by Asia Global Crossing. The firm announced
that Cable & Wireless has contracted with the firm to provide an
STM-4 � meaning 620 Mbps of broadband capacity � on its pan-
Asian network.

The purchase will connect Japan and Hong Kong over
Global Crossing�s subsea East Asia Crossing. When the crossing
is completed, it will connect fast-growing Asia�s high-growth
telecom markets, Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea,
Singapore, Malaysia, the Philippines, and eventually China.

Asia Global Crossing completed its trans-Pacific fiber
optic route at the end of last year � the first privately owned,
highly redundant link between the U.S. and Japan. Called Pacific
Crossing, the $1.1 billion line is designed to provide its own
backup, creating reliable connectivity and ending the traditional
carrier �scramble� for alternate bandwidth during outages.

(HEAD EAST YOUNG MAN from page 3)
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plays but it requires expenditure on hard assets at an attractive
cost of capital.

Energy merchants are typically higher-risk, higher-
return businesses.  A company that seeks to grow at 25 to 30
percent in an underlying energy business that grows at less than
3 percent needs to increase scope and scale in the existing
business or expand into other industries. A typical example of
how Aquila has increased scope is its offering of actuarial
products related to extreme events (weather, plant outages etc.)
that affect demand or supply of energy to clients.  An example of
increasing scale is obtaining physical assets or increasing the
value at risk.  All of these activities still relate to profiting from
high volatility in the energy commodities.

The main question that the investment community asks
is whether the energy merchant business model can be
transferred to businesses that have much lower volatilities.   The
accompanying question is what determines an industry that
merchant businesses should enter.  The answer to the first
question is yes, with qualifications, and the answer to the second
is any large network-based industries that have commodity-like
attributes with supply-chain inefficiencies ripe for disruption.
Disruption in these businesses either occurs through
deregulation, new technologies, or disintermediation.

Let us now look at merchant models applied to two
somewhat dissimilar industries � one with high volatility
(energy) and one with high opacity (telecom). Both of these
models are based on offering risk-management solutions to
network-based industries undergoing disruptions. The energy
industry went through wholesale deregulation over the last
decade spawning commodity markets in electricity and natural
gas.  This process has led to industry participants concentrating
and creating value in certain niches and energy merchants
redistributing risk among these participants.  The commodity
margins collapsed initially, but with increasing demand have
increased significantly over the last three years.   In fact, excessive
volatility is currently slowing the deregulation process in most
states and is shaking the foundations of several respected utilities
that did not embrace the changes wrought by commoditization.
This makes good earnings for merchant businesses that can
manage volatility better than other industry participants.

However, the next business cycle that will bring
additional energy capacity to the market will cause volatility to
ebb hurting margins.  At that stage, the growth in profits will
need to come from either new geographical markets or by
expanding scope or scale of operations.

The telecom merchant business model will concentrate
on bundling risk-management solutions with technical solutions
to provide end-to-end connectivity. The driving force for this
model is industry inefficiency and solutions to get around these
deficiencies in offering solutions to the customer. Connectivity
and provisioning times are where these inefficiencies are

manifested. Sales functions need to ensure that these issues are
solved in offering customer. Another critical factor is the
proliferation of new technologies that drive customers towards
end-to-end connectivity. This implies that Aquila or any other
energy merchant needs to develop industry skills either
organically or through acquisition to offer these bundled
products to the customer.  This model does not imply ownership
of physical assets but more of intellectual assets that can provide
customer solutions. The former kind of assets need to be
acquired only if there is an advantage in leveraging them to
provide customer solutions or increased trading margins.
Leasing or control of these physical assets should be encouraged
and investigated prior to any large investment or until industry
consolidation occurs. As the markets become more liquid, the
market inefficiencies will disappear, leaving an organization that
offers bundled technical and risk-management solutions to large
customers.

The telecom model will eventually be the one that will be
followed as we expand into new industries with low volatilities,
be it fertilizers, paper and pulp, DRAM chips, road transport or
spectrum space. The bedrock of this model is still risk
management but end-to-end customer service will be eventually
what lands customers in any other industry with low volatility.
The criteria for entry should be: (1) the size of the market, (2)
level of supply-chain inefficiency, (3) presence of an underlying
commodity, and (4) the ability to obtain intellectual skills to
develop origination opportunities in the new industry.

Whatever model is adapted by a merchant business, it
shows the prospects of a merchant business brighter than ever.
There are several industries facing global disruptions due to new
technologies, deregulation, disintermediation, and standardiza-
tion. Every such situation will breed niche players who will
prosper immensely in their segments but will also create a new
class of industry participants who redistribute risk between these
players in the supply chain.  This will lead to integration of risk
intermediaries horizontally across industries and geographical
boundaries, establishing risk-management behemoths.  It is after
all, a different shade of grey for the existing risk merchants who
are willing to expand their horizons to look at these opportunities
and expand their business model to embrace them.

Nelson can be reached at SNelson@utilicorp.com.

“The first ever European based bandwidth exchanges
conference. Tackling the key issues in this young, ever
expanding, competitive marketplace ”

BANDWIDTH EXCHANGES �
SELLING AND BUYING TELECOMS CAPACITY

January 31 & February 1, 2001, The Hatton, London

Go to www.smiconferences.co.uk for more information

www.smiconferences.co.uk
www.telcap.co.uk
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Mind Your Risk; Pass the Derivatives ✧ Global Crossing vs. Everybody
How Can Age-Old Wall Street Financial Techniques
Apply to Bandwidth Trading? Pretty well, particularly
when addressing risk in the bandwidth market, according to
OBX founder William Mertens.

His ideas are getting an increased amount of airplay in
the current uncertain economy. TFS Telecom director Darren
Jacobs says his firm, remaining on course for a commoditized
bandwidth market, is preaching risk management and cost
efficiency.

�It�s a concept that, especially in these times of tight
capital and lower stock valuations, is getting more attention and
catching on more with telecoms in general,� says Jacobs.

The problem with telecoms, service providers and
buyers is that they have focused heavily on operational risk in the
bandwidth market � �how you design your network, how you
manage your network and its fault tolerance,� says Mertens. The
risk is often mitigated by the use of physical transactions rather
than cash-settled transactions.

But market risk has been somewhat overlooked in
bandwidth trading, says Mertens. Here, derivatives � a misused
and misunderstood financial instrument designed to reduce risk
� can play an effective role in managing risk.

In the old bilateral telecom world, pricing was largely
controlled by the sellers, markets weren�t very competitive,
buyers had strong relationships with individual providers, and
there was a distinct lack of price competition and price
transparency.

�But now that we�ve got visibility in trading, we�ve got
price transparency � every buyer and seller in the market knows
where trades are taking place. Once you�ve got that, you�ve got
a market that can move,� says Mertens. Bandwidth pricing hasn�t
been moving too much of late, but the commoditization of the
market will make its price move like any other financial
commodity:

�We expect pricing  to get very volatile in the future,�
he says.

Risk in bandwidth trading exists on both sides of a
transaction, whenever the price moves adversely to one�s
position. If there�s a demand shock and prices rise, that means
trouble for the income statements and profit margins of CLECs,
ISPs and ASPs. Mertens isn�t keen on the idea that the steady,
even rate of decline in bandwidth prices in recent years makes it
a low-risk deal that enables a buyer to pick up capacity when it�s
needed and not bother with any kind of forward commitment.

�Now that we�ve got a traded market, we�ve got an idea
of what the market�s expectations are for future prices. We know
where it�s trading today, but there are already indices, there�s

enough trading going on
right now, that we have a
pretty good idea where it�s
going to be trading next
spring and next fall,� he
says. Therein lies the
problem, says Mertens. If
your expectations are based
on a projection of that
forward curve, what hap-

Global Crossing has had Anything but a Slow Month.
In addition to setting up purportedly the first pan-Asian network
(see related story, page 3) and projecting strong growth for the
coming year, the $2 billion-earnings carrier has merged two of
its subsidiaries to create a global network specifically for the
financial markets.

This month, the company also completed the sale of its
GlobalCenter Web hosting subsidiary to Exodus Communica-
tions in exchange for a 20 percent interest in the company and
a lucrative decade-long network service agreement. And it signed
a major distribution deal with IT consulting firm Computer
Sciences Corporation (CSC).

The integration effort is a three-pronged attempt to
create a true �end-to-end solution� over the company�s
worldwide IP-based optical fiber network. So says Richard
Farrell, managing director of global sales for financial markets at
the new unit, Global Crossing Financial Markets Group.

The new group combines two subsidiaries: IXNet,
which runs a global extranet that essentially enables far-flung
colleagues at bank branches, content providers, or exchanges to
use the same applications, and IPC, which claims the most widely
installed voice trading system in the world. It also ties in Global
Crossing�s worldwide IP network to add a level of system
reliability to the subsidiaries� products, which enable traders to
communicate and share data instantly, Farrell says.

And the new company has a plump client base to boot,
with more than 100,000 desktop machines hooked up to its
services in 44 of the top financial centers worldwide.

Farrell says the appeal to exchanges and the like is access
to these services without additional infrastructure onsite. �We
create a connection to various client sites and leave additional
capacity that allows a bank to add services,� he says. The
company handles the movement of secure financial information
and large transactions branch-to-branch and institution-to-
institution, distributions from its clients to their clients, sell-side
to buy-side and vice versa.

The company has a �very large� market share in voice
trading systems, says Farrell, one that has grown substantially
over the last year with the rise in direct execution of trades and
other online exchange offerings. But in the past, networks did not
have fast enough switches to allow smooth execution of trades,
he says. The addition of Global Crossing�s fiber optic network
capacities to the firm�s high-end financial services offerings
creates �a seamless approach� for companies that wrestle with
decimalization and multiple listings of securities on a global
scale.

Since many of its financial services customers have large
e-commerce structures, the company�s deal with complex Web
hosting firm Exodus adds another layer to Global Crossing�s
attempt to offer a full service package, says Farrell. Exodus is
required to buy at least 50 percent of its network capacity needs
outside Asia (and 67 percent inside) from Global Crossing.

�When the financial markets come to us, [they have
access to] premier services from Exodus on the hosting side, a
company that�s the market leader in voice transaction systems,
the rich content of a financial extranet and the people housed on
that, and the ability to buy broadband services for the corporation

(Continued on page 7)
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(MIND YOUR RISK; PASS THE DERIVATIVES from page 6)
pens if the price deviates from that projection?

Enter derivatives. �Derivatives allow you to lock in that
price, either from a physical transaction, where you�ve made a
forward agreement to buy or sell something, or a cash-settled
transaction,� he says.

Mertens says derivatives in bandwidth are inevitable,
adding that most market participants would agree. �The value
proposition is compelling. It really does give people a lot of
financial flexibility  in the management of their companies,� he
says.

Some bandwidth options trades have already taken place
and the bandwidth indices are evolving, notes Mertens. �We
don�t need an index as long as all of our transactions are going to
be physically settled � But if you are really just trying to protect
against market risk, why do you have to be involved in an actual
physical delivery?� he says. �We just trade against an index, we
make a cash settlement, there�s a payment made at the end of the
contract, nobody has to worry about laying cable or anything like
that.�

Some energy companies aggressively pushing
bandwidth commoditization are careful about mentioning
derivatives. �Possibly it�s a little early to be talking about them,�
he offers. But privately the firms expect derivatives in the market
and are driving forward, he says. One advantage of derivatives
is that the CTFC has been given a cease-and-desist order on
regulating any new derivatives markets, so it�s unlikey bandwidth
trades will fall under the regulator�s eye, he says.

Excessive latency, network downtime and related
quality of service problems can be dealt with through firm
contracts, says Mertens. The old-style bilateral agreements
between service providers and bandwidth users have been on a
�best efforts� basis, meaning sometimes delivery failed or buyers
came back after the fact to renegotiate prices. Delivery problems
have historically dogged the telecom industry � �people just sell
anything and then hope to heck they can deliver it,� says Mertens.
An ASP whose backbone has some holes in it is going to get into
serious trouble, but �the evolution of the bandwidth trading
market has some ways you can address that,� he says.

One is the industry master agreement. Firm contracts
address the problem of getting paid for what you sell. An
agreement with penalties for non-delivery can mitigate some of
that operational risk, he says. �If you read [the BTO contract],
it actually looks just like an International Swaps and Derivatives
Association (ISDA) master agreement � a contract that has
evolved over the last 15 years for the trading of financial
derivatives. They�ve taken that as a blueprint,� he says.

But the ability to deliver is also the sticking point for
bandwidth becoming a commodity, he asserts.

�Can you imagine how volatile or liquid the stock
market would be if it was six months before your trade settles?
You bought something but until it actually settles, you don�t know
if there�s going to be performance under that contract � that�s
what�s been going on  in this business the last couple years,� he
says. �If you don�t know what your position is, how likely are you
to trade? You�re not going to sell it until it settles because you
don�t know what you are actually going to get.�

Mertens says delivery delays in the market have dropped
from six months to a month to 15 days, and optical switching and
a high level of interconnects promise same-day trading. �As soon

as that happens, you are going to see a market evolve very rapidly
into a pure commodity market,� he says. �The key issue is how
long its going to take to get these trades settled.�

The electricity market took about three years to become
mature and liquid after it was deregulated, and Mertens sees that
industry as a ready analogy to developments in bandwidth. A
traditional liquid market will allow players to very quickly fill in
any part of the network that experiences unanticipated growth in
demand � and the ability to market complete end-to-end solutions
in areas where you have no network at all, he says.

�Get on an exchange or make a call to a broker and you
can have that thing up and running in a couple of days �
something that�s not going to happen if you build it yourself,� he
says. �If you don�t have it, you can grab it, buy it for whatever
flexible period of time your customer needs it, buy it for an
individual trade.�

That means if a customer wants an OC-3 between two
obscure Midwestern cities, the bandwidth trader doesn�t have to
lay cable. �A tradable market will allow you to go in and just pick
that up in exactly the size your customer needs. You don�t have
to overbuild or overbuy, and you don�t have to anticipate,� he
says.

Derivatives will also allow companies to manage and
protect their income statement, Mertens says. The revenue
projection-based dot.com craze is over, and telecom companies
and dot.coms are being valued in more traditional ways � by their
income statement. �Rapid growth and rapid profitability is
wonderful, but that just looks like a lot of risk to people,� he says.
�Wall Street prefers to see a steady growth in income.�

Trading bandwidth has the potential to free up the
stumbling block to many new technologies � delivery price � by
hedging against adverse price risk, he says.

A new technology company trading in the forward
market may wait for bandwidth to hit a low price, say a third of
a cent per DSL mile, that makes the launch of its video-on-
demand product economically feasible. Companies should
consider bandwidth futures before they start raising capital and
planning the launch. If the price never dips low enough, a firm
with options or futures is protected: �Your loss in revenue, loss
in margin, that was affected by the failure of the price to decline
as rapidly as you expected would be compensated for by the
profits you would make on the derivative transactions,� he
explains.

Finally there�s the purely speculative approach to
derivatives. �These are people you want to welcome into the
market,� says Mertens. �I know it�s got a bad name but
speculators give a market liquidity.�
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(GLOBAL CROSSING VS. EVERYBODY from page 6)

(Continued on page 9)

between branches and data centers,� says Farrell. The concept
has been �very well accepted� and is one many companies have
tried to emulate, he adds.

And that�s not a smug attitude: Last week, WorldCom
launched a suite of IP networking services that is a close echo of
Global Crossing�s new endeavor. The WorldCom offering
�integrates its IP networking capabilities into a single unified
global product line � to provide the data infrastructure essential
for both traditional and digital companies to operate as global e-
businesses,� the firm says.

WorldCom calls its new global virtual private network,
e-applications, and worldwide facilities-based network
�unmatched in the industry.�

To hear Farrell tell it, they may have a run for their
money.

Contact Farrell at 212/412-4614.
More information on the WorldCom suite is available at

www.wcom.com.

Credit, Capital and Exchange Risk
As Some Big Telecoms Post Unflattering Numbers �
Worldcom, for instance, wrote off $685 million in bad debt last
quarter � creditworthiness is increasingly mentioned as a
stumbling-block issue for bandwidth exchanges.

No surprise, then, that among several year-end moves
by exchanges attempting to broaden their market reach is
Arbinet-thexchange�s announcement of a credit-risk arrange-
ment with a major backer.

The problem is simple: Some players in the wholesale
telecom game have something of a shaky credit history, which
doesn�t make them ideal counterparties in the nascent bandwidth
trading market. �You�ve got several carriers today that have not
been in good financial shape � that�s not evident in some of the
energy markets,� Chapel Hill Broadband President Brent
Wilkins told a recent conference. �That�s going to be an issue to
overcome in this market to spur liquidity.�

Arbinet�s new deal with GE Capital Commercial
Services endeavors to attack that problem. The firm differs from
other bandwidth exchanges in that it assumes the risk for every
deal � it buys from the buyers and finds the sellers in its growing
membership. As counterparty for all the transactions on the
exchange, Arbinet is vulnerable to the same trends that affect its
members. It�s brought in GE Capital to examine the credit
profiles of traders and underwrite the risk.

Under the terms of the deal, the Stamford, Conn.-based
General Electric subsidiary will provide global credit risk
management and a handful of back office operations intended to
accelerate cash flow and broaden payment options on the
exchange, says Chris Reid, corporate communications director
for Arbinet.

Arbinet announced at the beginning of the month that
it had cracked the 100-member mark, its anonymous
membership now containing a fairly representative slice of the
industry.  Paying traders include seven big global carriers, PTTs
and Tier 1 carriers in North America, Asia and Europe, smaller
competitive carriers, CLECS and carriers handling voice over IP
and mobile termination. On Nov. 29, the company opened a
London exchange delivery point facility that�s begun to bring
European telecoms onto its trading floor as well � with more such
delivery points planned around the world.

With the membership base growing more diverse, the
help of a backer like GE Capital starts to make sense, says Reid.
The exchange wants to create an integrated solution to eliminate
each stumbling block in the negotiation-delivery-settlement cycle
of a transaction, not reinvent the laborious manual processes
familiar in the industry. �We have this vision of how we think it
ought to work, and this [underwriting] is the kind of thing you
need to get there,� he says.

�That�s why, for instance, we only do minutes. We
didn�t think you could really to do an integrated end-to-end
solution in bandwidth right now � the network connectivity,

pooling point infrastructure and so on isn�t in place.�
For members who sell on Arbinet-thexchange, the deal

brings the knowledge that the firm is managing the credit risk
�and they�ll get paid,� he says. The members get paid quickly to
boot � the exchange has chopped the industry�s typical 66-day
turnaround in half, paying 15 days after the close of the billing
period. With GE�s backing, it now offers options that enable
payment in as little as two days.

Beyond concerns about getting paid by belt-tightening
carriers � never a quick process in the best of times � �you�ve got
to look at the way you deploy your capital today and find smarter
ways to do it if you can�t raise capital in the markets, � says Reid.
�You just want to get that cash moving more rapidly around the
industry. Everyone can have less of it tied up in that big loop and
more of it deployed in their networks and their marketing
departments.�

The arrangement also allows carriers � whose books
include a line item for bad debt expense while they wait to get
paid � to be more liberal with their accounting practices, he says.
Carriers can send more income straight to the revenue line,
which means a much-needed improvement to margins at the end
of the quarter.

Reid acknowledges that Arbinet, not just the industry,
needed to become better at managing its cash.

�We�ve spent a lot of money over the last 18 months to
build an infrastructure that we think is scalable and carrier-grade
� it�s able to process a lot of transactions, both the negotiations
and the physical delivery of the capacity through our switching
hubs,� he says. �We got that to the point where it can scale very
well � the big carriers can be confident that it can handle their
volume of traffic and their calls won�t get dropped.�

But the final step is financial settlement, which needs to
be as reliable and scalable as the rest of the Arbinet infrastructure,
Reid says. As volumes increase on the exchange, Arbinet itself
would use more of its own working capital to bridge the gap
between accounts payable and accounts receivable.

�We want to be able to pay our members very quickly.
That�s part of this new world of telecom trading we are trying to
introduce that looks more like net-three days, which is standard

www.bandwidthinternational.com
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(AROUND THE DESK from page1)
formation of a Bandwidth Brokers Assn. The broker/sales
incentive plan was interesting to hear, but unfortunately we�re
not able to write about it. We can say it pays to broker deals
through the LighTrade pooling points. For more details, contact
company veep Mike Smith at msmith@lightrade.com. On other
matters, Smith also advanced the idea of a brokers assn. The 20
or so brokers in the audience, from Trish Batchelor of Chapel
Hill to Prebon�s new MD for bandwidth trading Rajan Chopra,
to Cantor�s Ed Murphy and Tullett�s MD Henry Ann, all seemed
very hip to the idea. CompTel�s Terry Monroe was supportive as
well. The general idea seems to be framed around three key areas:
education, lobbying and information-sharing. Where other
organizations have failed, we think this one has the right stuff �
LighTrade, as a neutral partner to this market offered to donate
the necessary time and resources to get the ball rolling.
Exchanges are welcome to play in this planned organization as
well, Smith says. The word around the room was that the eBTO,
the so-called assn. of electronic bandwidth exchanges, has fizzled
before it went live.

This was a very upbeat crowd. Lean and hungry types.
We find it interesting that in such a vast potential market, the

in the financial markets,� he says. �We needed someone with a
balance sheet that looked like GE�s to stand behind us to do this.�

GE Capital holds assets of nearly $350-billion, and had
developed a product for business-to-business exchanges that
�worked well for us,� says Reid. Beyond underwriting risk, the
firm also handles collections, a challenge exacerbated by
Arbinet�s requirement that its members pay quickly for their
trades.

The backing of GE Capital has some broader
implications for moving bandwidth trading toward a true �many-
to-many� commodity market. �A lot of what you are seeing now
with pre-approval and collatoralization are kind of work-
arounds. If you are trying to promote market liquidity, you want
many people to transact simultaneously with many people to get

(CREDIT, CAPITAL AND EXCHANGE RISK from page 8)
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movement forward is in large part due to the steadfast efforts of
a handful of brokers. Go figure. We�ve tracked the power and gas
markets for more than 10 years and we�ve never seen such a thing
happen before. Even in the case of the BTO contract, brokers are
not without influence in the document�s make-up. Another first.
In the power game there only ever were two primary seats at the
table: trader/marketers and utilities/suppliers. Brokers have
affected the market to be sure, but not like they have in the
bandwidth space, and so early on. In bandwidth, brokers enjoy
a relatively high stature, and why not? They keep the ball in play.
And they�ve apparently taken the lead in handholding for the vast
majority of the unspoken market...the traditional carrier
sector...TelCap, the UK-based publishing (Capacity
Magazine) and conference organization dedicated to the
competitive bandwidth space will be hosting several key events
in as many months. The first is a training seminar held in
cooperation with the CompTel meeting in Orlando next month.
And the second, a more traditional conference held in Atlanta on
March 29-30. For this latter event, Capacity 2001, Capacity
Magazine�s Annual U.S. Congress,� all Bandwidth Desk
subscribers will receive a 10 percent discount. See the attached
brochure or visit the company Web site at www.telcap.co.uk.

the job done,� he says. �Unless you have a system like this, you
can�t really do that.�

If nothing else, the deal is a first for bandwidth
exchanges � which Reid thinks will be an increasingly
compelling value proposition as capital gets tougher for carriers
in the new year. �Carriers are going to have to do a better job of
generating revenue off the capital they�ve already deployed � in
other words, fill up that network,� he says. �And they�re going
to have to be smarter about the ways they manage their capital:
Sell network capacity and get paid for it right away.

�As times get tough, you need to look at the cost of
everything you do, reduce that and increase revenue,� he says.
�Exchanges are a good place to do that.�

Chris Reid is at 917/320-2000 or creid@thexchange.com


